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Abstract

I used the results of previous life span experiments to test the statistical hypothesis that interventions
tend to work as well individually as in combination. I included previous experimental results reporting
the risk of people dying from any cause, and changes to the mean and maximum life spans of lab animals,
Combinations trended toward extending life spans more in all three, but the improvements were statistically
insignificant.
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Introduction

Aging isn’t for sissies.
Getting old means wrinkles, heart disease, cancer, and ultimately saying good bye to loved ones at the
cemetery1 .
Scientists have diligently tried to fight aging thousands of ways, including apple[1], going to church[2],
exercise[3], and even candy[4]2
They’ve uncovered chemical pathways associated with aging. These include calories eaten[5], antioxidants[6],
insulin[7] and mTOR[8]3 .
It’s possible these chemical pathways might work together synergistically[9].
On the other hand, it’s also possible they might inhibit each other, or even be toxic[10].
I combed through the published results of thousands of life span experiments, and statistically tested
whether there tends to be a diﬀerence between how much single and combined interventions aﬀect life
span.

Other than that, Mrs. Lincoln, how did you like the play?
My big spread sheet of life span experiments currently summarizes 12,102 experiments that tested the
eﬀects of 3,578 interventions.
3 “mTOR” is an acronym for “mammalian Target Of Rapamycin”.
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Materials and Methods

The data came from my big spread sheet of life span experiments4
I distinguished between single interventions and their combinations by searching its “intervention” and
“dose” columns for words like “and”, “mix”, “complex”, “(M)editer(anean diet)”, “respectively”, etc... The
remaining experiments were assumed to test single interventions. I further categorized the experiments by
the type of life span they measured:
• mean life spans from animal experiments,
• maximum life spans from animal experiments, and
• the relative risk of dying from any cause in human experiments.

These three types of life spans are defined on page 11.
To determine which statistical method to use to compare the results of single and combined interventions,
I checked whether the later were “normally distributed” with the Anderson-Darling test.
It said they’re not5 .
Therefore, I used the Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney non-parametric method to test if there was a statistically
significant diﬀerence between the eﬀect of single and combined interventions on all three life spans reported6 .

The spread sheet is described on page 9.
Detailed results of the normality tests are on page 10
6 Version 1.12.0-1 of the free and open source spread sheet program called “gnumeric” was used for all
statistical calculations.
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Results

At first glance, combinations of interventions seemed to be better at extending all three measures of life
span. However, the advantages were all statistically insignificant7 .
Change in the mean life span of animals

7

As they say in Latin, “Proximo sed nolo fumigare.” ( Close, but no cigar. )
4

Change in the maximum life span of animals

5

Hazard ratio of people dying from any cause

6
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Discussion

It’s (a little) interesting that combined interventions trended toward working better for all three measures
of life span.
Maybe this is evidence for the old adage to eat a balanced diet.
Certain interventions might be more synergistic than others.
It might be interesting to compare the eﬀectiveness of individual interventions to combinations of the same
interventions.
If a combination has actually been tested, those specific results should be more useful than the generalization in this paper.
Since the number of interventions doesn’t appear to predict how much life is extended, maybe the best
strategy is to consider interventions on a case by case basis.
My big spread sheet of life span experiments can be searched for interventions that performed well, and
whose results have been duplicated.
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Conclusion

Single and combined interventions tend to have similar eﬀects on life span.
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Specifications of Kingsley’s Big Spread Sheet of Life Span Experiments

Whenever scientists test an intervention to see if it eﬀects life span, I try to summarize the results in a big
computer spread sheet.
As of August 17th, 2013, a tiny part of it looked like...

life span experiments summarized
species
interventions tested
percent changes in mean or median life span reported
percent changes in maximum life span reported
relative risks and hazard ratios of dying from any cause reported
reports summarized

12,102*
61*
3,578*
8,738
3,247
1,760
2,254*
“*” = unique values

price

$US 1,000,000

Contact kingsley@loaner.com.
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Normality tests
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Definitions
1. Percent change in the average, mean or median life span

These are routinely reported for animal experiments. The average life span is how long the average
animal lived. Mathematicians call it the “mean”. A related measure is the “median” life span, which
is how long half the animals lived. The percent change can be calculated by
average lif e span of animals given an intervention
average lif e span of animals not given the intervention

-1

Bigger increases in the average life span are better. A change of “0%” would mean the intervention
had no eﬀect. 100% would indicate the intervention doubled the average life span.
2. Percent change in maximum life span

Maximum life span is also reported for animal experiments. It’s how long the oldest of the old lived.
It might be the oldest age reached by any lab animal, or the average age that the last few died at8 .
The percent change can be calculated by
maximum lif e span of animals given an intervention
maximum lif e span of animals not given the intervention

-1

Bigger increases in maximum life span are better. A change of “0%” means the intervention had no
eﬀect. 100% would indicate the intervention doubled the maximum life span.
3. Relative risk, odds ratio or hazard ratio of dying from any cause.

These are used for human studies. They measure how likely it is that people died in a given time
period, which is often a few years around age 60. 60 years is closer to the average human lifespan than
the maximum, so it seems to me to be comparable to the mean animal life span experiments described
above. Because these experiments are quicker than the mean and maximum life span experiments
described above, they’re more economical for long lived species like people. The relative risk of dying
from any cause can be calculated by
the number of people who were given the intervention and died
the total number of people given the intervention
the number of people who were not given the intervention and died
the total number of people given the intervention
Lower relative risks are better. A relative risk of 1 means the intervention had no eﬀect. 95% would
mean people lived a little longer.
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For example, the maximum life span might be when the last 5% died.
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